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Abstract
The total valence electronic charge densities for tv/0 semiconductors with layer structure SnS2 and SnSe2 -are calculated using wavefunctions from pseudopotential energy band structure calculations at a representative -+ k point. A comparison is made between the charge density distributions for these two compounds and those of ZnS ir. the wurtzite structure.
I. Introduction
Compounds with layer structures have attracted a great deal of attention because of their wide range and i.n some cases unique electronic properties. 1 -been/ Most of the optical studies on these crysta.Ls, up to now, nave concentrated on the semiconductors. The authors have previously calculated 2 the electronic band structure of two compounds -SnS2 and SnSe2 using the Empirical Pseudopotential Method (EPM). The operator i., two three-fold rotations about the c-axis followed by an inversion and three two-fold rotations followed by an inversion (3iC2).
-+ By setting ~ equal to zero for various sets of RR., tve solve the resulting -)-t ra·nscendental equations for possible k v s. In the present case, we obtain the mean value point, k - (0.1904, 0.1904, 0.25) (3) where the components are alcmg the primitive reciprocal lattice vectors. included to take account of the spin degeneracy.
III. Results
The charge densities of SnSz and SnSe2 are disP-layed on two different 8% and 11% of the length OA for Sn 1 , S and Se respectively ) are not expected to be accurate because these distributions are calculated by using pseudowave functions. They are not orthogonalized to the core wavefunctions, therefore, the charge densities at the ions are not representative of the true charge densities. The unit of the charge density is measured in ""'e, the charge of an electron.
In Figs. 2a and 2b , the metallic ions are located at the corners of the Figs. 2, 3 and 4, we find that ZnS is more ionic than the two compounds in layer structure. The densities at the bonds within the laye·c for Sns 2 and SnSe 2 have values comparable to the case o£ ZnS. The largest difference between these two different kinds crystal structure is shown in Fig. 4 and Figs. 3a and 3b . In Fig. 4 lig. 4 '.fotal 
